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The brain of industrial Homo sapiens perceives the civilization it inhabits as something with long-term prospects, something that will deliver wealth during one’s lifetime and then be left to the kids for further conduiting of energy and resources. That the technological system is pathological to the
ecosystem goes mostly unnoticed. If some recognition harmful effects creeps into the mind, it is easier to come to terms with dispatching the ecosystem and its collection of often malevolent organisms rather than considering any scaling-back of the humanity-serving malignant growth known as
technological civilization. It’s not surprising that humans forsake their cellular ecosystem family in pursuit of maximal returns to the striate nucleus because they are not aware that further evolution of the technical system will eventually see them replaced by mechanical equivalents.
Who are they that make such a profound mistake, and is it really a mistake? If Homo sapiens had remained exclusively within the ecosystem, there would not have been any need for a brain capable of creating an elaborate analog world, nor the need to create tools and store information beyond the
DNA within the cells, but man has evolved to become the reducer of gradients at the human scale. Couldn’t this have been accomplished by organisms from the ecosystem without involving a second macro-scale system of tool-building and use? But the tiny protein enzymes could not accomplish
the task and it is because none could metabolize the large gradients, that the complexity of the ecosystem emerged. Any organism that becomes too successful will devour completely its prey species and more, just as humans have, and thereby eliminate itself. Instead of creating novel enzymatic
tools to digest the gradients, DNA had to rearrange human cellular organization to create the organs necessary for the emergence of a new information/RNA-human/tool system. It would take massive tools to effectively attack and consume the gradients. Organisms like termites, with the help of
gut protists that produce specific enzymatic tools capable of digesting cellulose, were able to attack the dead wood gradient. The biomass gradient remained because not a single arrangement of cells could be good at consuming more than one or a handful of other species, until man’s new
adaptations allowed him to become systematic.
The build-up of energy gradients created an energy potential awaiting release. Humans slowly evolved into the role of gradient destroyer, slowing prying open the energy rich prizes as tool making abilities advanced. When the energy flow became sufficient, man became more systematic, with
specialized roles building tools and storing, modifying and using information. Humans began to build their own concrete, steel and pavement corpus with the nutrients derived from those gradients. Thermodynamics gladly led Homo sapiens along the path to the destruction of the gradients and
much of the ecosystem.
Even though humans entertain a self-perception that can rehearse actions within their frontal cortices and can then realize those reward seeking behaviors through activation of the motor cortex, one has to wonder if there is any free will within the brain to control the evolved circuitry which has led
the species close to the edge. The reason for existence as a dissipative structure is the acquiring of energy and other resources motivated by regular jolts of electric dopamine and opioids. Even though humans do have an analog mind which can be developed to varying degrees, their actions to this
point seem to be mostly unexamined and uncontrolled, automatic behavior leading them to unfettered growth, consumption and associated neural rewards. Is there any hope that some part of the human brain will say, “Enough is enough, we’re going to do some unrewarding things just so we can
survive.”, or will they simply continue their reward seeking behavior until nothing remains?

The hedonist (reptilian brain) hides beneath the neocortex which will preferentially remember rewarding situations and motivate the body accordingly. Later the neocortex may communicate that it was all a matter of freewill, unwilling to admit that the primitive hedonist is whispering from down
below.
Reptilian Brain: “I’m hungry (a feeling).”
Neocortex: “Yes master, (the neocortex retrieves a well-worn memory) I’ll go to the kitchen and get you something to eat.”
Motor Cortex: ” Legs swinging, arms flailing, tongue wets lips, hand grasps door handle and opens refrigerator door.”
Neocortex:”Apple?” Reptile Brain: “No”.
Neocortex: “Left-over meat loaf?” Reptile Brain: “Hell No.”
Neocortex: “Ice Cream?” Reptile Brain: “Yes, yes, yes”.
Once the pesky reptile brain is satisfied, the neocortex can go to sleep or think about how to satisfy the master’s many pending requests.
Part of the prefrontal cortex has been removed from the brain above. The white areas are axonal wiring connecting various areas of the brain. The hippocampus, the cartographer, essential for memory formation and recall, can be found on the sides, nested within the temporal lobes. The analog
mind is not constructed as an artist would paint a mural, instead a stimulus such as a word can activate the lighting-up of previously connected and stored information from various areas of the cortex to create a schema or memory. An observation, odor, sound, or flavor may be enough to pull
together a memory or schema. Simply mentioning the word “car” produces not just a mental construction of a single car, but can begin the process of an almost infinite number of schema involving cars. By paring down the recall to just “the car I drove when I was sixteen” can help the
cartographer wander less broadly. Each time you reach for something in your memory, it must be assembled from separate areas of the brain. The retrieval and assembly can sometimes be faulty as when years later, recollection of an event witnessed by different individuals, no longer completely
meshes, although they may still fully agree on its emotional content. The out-of-body experience also likely occurs completely within the memory recall system in which the cartographer has assembled a scene looking down upon oneself in that scene.

Human brain wiring, or connectome.
On its surface the brain seems rather dull, but inside there is an almost infinite potential for storing experience and novel connections. The cartographer ventures into this space daily, pulling up maps, eliminating some and remaking others. The ones that provide ample reward are likely reinforced
to make sure we pay attention to the things that keep us alive. When John Lilly enters an isolation tank and cuts himself off from external stimuli, the cartographer is free to roam about unconstrained which undoubtedly can provide some rather fantastic experiences. Those that have not bothered to
sample the real world can also have fantastic ideas, even though fully awake and not under the influence of any mind-altering substances.

Mind explorer John Lilly – to go where no man has gone before. For my own experience of the mind unleashed I’m going to stick to dreams while I sleep, especially since I don’t remember most of them.

Hippocampus cell from rat courtesy of Zeiss Microscopy. Hippocampus “place cells” record spatial memories while other hippocampus cell types are involved in other types of memory.
In a manner similar to the storage of images on your computer thumb drive, all of the images and many details of massive objects in the environment are stored within the microscopic networks of the brain to be recalled later. Incoming axonal and dendritic depolarization lights-up a network of
neurons like the one above. As you read a novel, it is unnecessary for the writer to describe too fully the scenes within the story. Just a few words can elicit a construction from the reader’s memory that will far surpass the ability of any string of written words and also will be custom made for the
reader by their own brain.
Each generation of industrial humans has a mind populated with the images and experiences extant in the environment beginning at birth until death. They may not see as unusual the advancement of the growing pathology which has been occurring in the environment throughout their lives but are
rather preoccupied with obtaining the most rewards possible within the paradigm of cancerous growth. Where in the brain will anti-growth, anti-consumption sentiment come from when the very basis of life is the acquisition of energy and resources and reproduction. Can abstractions about the
future residing within the neocortex control the primitive desires emanating from the reptilian brain when the neocortex evolved to serve the passions? Even the conformity demanded by the medial prefrontal cortex in social situations, adhering to social taboos, may be inadequate to curb the basic
appetites of the reptilian brain. Arranging a culture that condemns being rich and consuming a lot may be impossible since these activities seem to release a lot of dopamine and opioid at the reward centers.
Below are a few links regarding the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, a tandem that along with language centers, helps define who we are. From the third link “Interplay of Hippocampus and Prefrontal Cortex in Memory”, I found this paragraph to be interesting.
Schemas were introduced to cognitive psychology by Piaget [51] and Bartlett [76] in their efforts to understand how new information is integrated with pre-existing knowledge. Piaget argued that humans possess structured mental representations embodied as organizations of related
associations called schemas. During development, new events are interpreted in terms of existing schemas. When those events are consistent with an activated schema, they are assimilated into the mental structure. When new events challenge the existing schema, the interpretation of
the events themselves may be modified to fit the schema and assimilated. Consistent with this characterization of assimilation, Bartlett’s study on recall of a surreal story showed that story elements that were consistent with his subjects’ culture were better remembered, and that
elements inconsistent with that culture were lost or modified to fit their pre-existing conceptions. Alternatively, Piaget proposed, learning may demand that the schema itself is modified to accommodate new, conflicting information. Assimilation of new information and
accommodation of schema structure continuously interact and ultimately reach an equilibration that adapts schemas to be consistent with external reality. Another key element of Piaget’s theory was that organized mental structures support inferences, the ability to make logical
deductions about relations between elements within schemas that are only indirectly related.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-athletes-way/201507/the-neuroscience-recalling-old-memories
http://www.jneurosci.org/content/35/21/8333
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3789138/
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48 thoughts on “Wired for Stage IV Success – Extinction”
1.

James said:
February 25, 2017 at 10:49 am
For humans and their societies the most compelling reason for living is to become the most successful tumor in a dead body.
There are so many specialists, human RNA that have gone to school to expand their analog minds to enable working with specialized tools in specialized areas of the cells. There are doctors, lawyers, accountants, investment advisors, farmers and many more, all functioning within the
cancer. They will listen to each other and pay each other large sums of money for their expertise, even the astrologer and priest get their earthly rewards. Each seems to be essential to the malignant cell metabolisms. Each expects continuation of the neoplastic metabolisms to which they are
fully adapted by their specialty. Is this why biologists and climatologists are so unappreciated, ignored and banished from polite society? Because many of them challenge the group-think that lubricates the continued flow from the gradients for more wealth accumulation and growth?
The anarchy once explored by Dr. Guy McPherson will emerge naturally as all of the specialties mentioned above are laid to rest along with most of the other complexity. I have not decided yet which will be the most successful tumor when the body dies, but the United States, Russia,
Germany and China are all in the running or perhaps a smaller tumor in an isolated place will take the last breath and usher-in the new age of simplicity.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
February 25, 2017 at 1:04 pm
James, what’s your definition of success in this case?
Reply
james said:
February 25, 2017 at 2:13 pm
I don’t think there is failure in the case of dissipative structures because those that can’t process energy are eliminated. “Success” and “failure” are words we give to humans based on their ability to acquire fuel and burn it, but even the poorest, if they eat and produce heat, are a
success in thermodynamic terms. Many people would say that humans are the most successful species on earth, and they’ve got that right, except we’re a cancer and it won’t last long. This period of incredible abundance should give us the opportunity to step out of the
metabolism and examine what’s happening and decide if we want our children to survive as ecosystem dissipative structures. I guess we don’t.
Reply

2.

Apneaman said:
February 25, 2017 at 11:21 pm
February 19, 2017 @ 7:00 pm
Resistance Radio – Dahr Jamail – 02.19.17
Dahr Jamail is an award winning journalist and author who is a full-time staff reporter for Truthout.org. He is currently working on a book about abrupt climate change, called The End of Ice.
http://resistanceradioprn.podbean.com/e/resistance-radio-dahr-jamail-021917/
Paul Beckwith telling it like it is.
Published on Feb 24, 2017
Did you hear that many (some?, half?) of the ultra-rich are preparing for abrupt climate change by buying spaces underground, and in spots like New Zealand. Sorry, but the Southern Hemisphere is NO haven from abrupt climate system mayhem.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrgmELxFB-g&ab_channel=PaulBeckwith
Reply
james said:
February 26, 2017 at 8:28 am
New Zealand underground would definitely be cooler than mid-continent Northern Hemisphere and the radioisotopes that settle in the soil might be considerably less. The problem is that the conduits (humans and technological) multiply to match the flow of energy and resources.
There is no buffer. When temperatures get too high in the corn and wheat growing areas the yields will fall thereby resulting in a shortage of food which tends to agitate the people. At the same time, the price of oil is going to spike upwards according to some analysts or it will fail to
provide enough net energy to support enough metabolic activity in the economy, which will wind down and go broke. Either way, the transportation system is starved and the people huddling in their technological cells are wondering where their next meal is coming from.
http://cropwatch.unl.edu/how-extended-high-heat-disrupts-corn-pollination-0
Paul Beckwith envisions a proactive technological solution which goes along with the prime directive of even more growth and profits. Whoever is in charge of the next big climate intervention will likely use the profits to buy a place in New Zealand. Too bad the humans had to giveup what could have been long futures as organic conduits just to burn-off some fossil fuels. Most of the fossil fuel technological conduits will soon be dead, lacking metabolism and decomposing.
Reply
Ert said:
February 26, 2017 at 10:14 am
Funny thing is, that it seems that NZ has already problems with water….
When I touring NZ then I saw often a manual ‘waterlevel-gauge’ display at the entrance of villages. Even that idea was totally foreign to me. Especially since I though that NZ should have no problem with groundwater in regard to the relatively small population and the waterriches of the north.
If the world and international trade would be deteriorating – what could NZ offer to the world in exchange to transport all that stuff to that remote island? Milk-Powder? A hot property market? Earthquakes? Sulfur? A rather large vacation and tourism industry in times of
declining airlines?
Reply
james said:
February 26, 2017 at 11:20 am
Much of this technological stuff is going away and it needs to go away. There are some rivers and hydroelectric dams in New Zealand. I would build a civilization around the hydrologic cycle. Get rid of the grid and have massive charging stations at the dam for some Elon
Musk Mega-batteries. Now that we’ve goosed the hydrologic cycle there is ample fuel falling from the skies and dams are highly efficient. Maybe not enough energy to build aircraft carriers and ICBMs but plenty to keep the lights on and the water/sewer systems running.
Currently hydro supplies 16.6% of electricity generation world-wide. One-third of the South Island’s electricity comes from one dam. I hope it’s well-built considering the earthquake potential.
Reply

3.

dave said:
February 27, 2017 at 9:47 am
some freaks with overly sensitive amygdala, too sensitive for civilization, industrial civilization in particular, do, when given the opportunity, step away from the race for “more”. it’s not like they, or anybody else for that matter, ever do anything voluntarily, ever. the constant stimulation just
proves too much for some, and they walk away. others, might employ various coping mechanisms to deal with the overwhelming input, meditation, drugs, sensory deprivation, etc.
Reply
james said:
February 27, 2017 at 11:13 am
Being the RNA in a technological cell isn’t all that great. You’re probably stuck against some cubicle membrane within a cell using your hands and brains to make the metabolic connections, answer the phone, scribble something with a pen, design this years line of garbage for the
factory RNA to run through the process, so some unknown capitalist can accumulate more of the cancer infrastructure. You are awakened by an alarm so you can be in place to function synchronously in the metabolism and get a ten-minute potty break twice a day and a half-hour
lunch break. As a reward you get to spend your life paying for your little domestic cell which you can later liquidate to pay for your brief stay in the financial black holes of hospital and nursing home. The undertaker gets the rest. While you’re doing this, you get to listen to clueless
co-workers sharing the latest celebrity gossip or stories of their most wonderful trip to who-gives-a-fuck where. And don’t forget the traffic with each conduit competing for an MPP victory on their journeys to their wonderful work destinations.
Outside, the ecosystem undergoes a simplification to lawn grass and other agricultural monoculture. In most places the ecosystem is so damaged and unwound, it will take many millennia to return to former levels of complexity. Children are sent to the nucleoli (schools) for educating,
to refine their innate ability to use symbolic information , to expand their analog minds, but no one will place in their delicate analog minds the unsavory fact that they’re being downgraded to functioning components enslaved in a giant cancerous metabolism. And everywhere you
look there’s a human conduit trying to pry some small amount of your small cache of hard-earned energy and resources from you possession. From Wal-Mart to the beggar at the store’s entrance to your local bank, they’re all trying to tap in to the energy wherever they can find it.
I just have to go to the man cave and shut the door for my little bit of sensory deprivation.
Reply
dave said:
February 27, 2017 at 12:01 pm
“It was true that I didn’t have much ambition, but there ought to be a place for people without ambition, I mean a better place than the one usually reserved. How in the hell could a man enjoy being awakened at 6:30 a.m. by an alarm clock, leap out of bed, dress, force-feed, shit,
piss, brush teeth and hair, and fight traffic to get to a place where essentially you made lots of money for somebody else and were asked to be grateful for the opportunity to do so?”
― Charles Bukowski, Factotum
Reply
james said:
February 27, 2017 at 1:38 pm
I can identify with Bukowski.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2lK4LrD8Ii4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULbQ8N7OCZM
Reply
dave said:
February 27, 2017 at 5:24 pm
might like…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JeIOkS_3nKQ
Reply
james said:
February 27, 2017 at 8:01 pm
I’ve watched that one, he’s a conformist through and through. Some people are afraid to travel around in their own minds and break new territory, they want companionship, regularity, comfortable beliefs, and entertainment – nothing more. Those are the ones
in church, cheering at the stadium, watching endless hours of television or gossiping on Facebook. I especially like this short clip. I could have written it myself.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3wzVO72pIjo
Reply
dave said:
February 27, 2017 at 5:28 pm
i guess that bukowski’s plan was was to drink, write and fuck. my plan is to drink, dance and fuck…
Reply
james said:
February 27, 2017 at 8:09 pm
Sorry Dave, whenever I was at a dance, all I could think was “What a bunch of f’ing morons.” But then I would have a few drinks and it wasn’t so bad. Maybe you should plan on being a more productive member of society, the captains of industry need more
people rowing their ship so we can hit the rocks at full speed.
Reply
dave said:
February 28, 2017 at 7:49 am
yeah, i usually think the same same thing about just about any group of people that i see doing anything, “what a bunch of fucking morons”. at least in a group of dancing morons, i have some small chance of scoring some sex. something like that…
Reply
james said:
February 28, 2017 at 9:05 am
Ha, ha, ha. You’re right. Rewards are important.
Reply

4.

dave said:
February 27, 2017 at 10:34 am
u.g. is something of a acquired taste, one that i’ve grown fond of. most find him so blunt as to be almost without content. most need the spice of humanism or mysticism of some sort (same difference), for the content to be palatable. i guess…
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/U._G._Krishnamurti
Reply
james said:
February 27, 2017 at 12:52 pm
He has some interesting things to say, but I prefer to come at things from the basic ingredients in the recipe like free energy, motion, heat…….not that it makes any difference in where we’re going, it’s just a nice glue to connect various things.
Reply

5.

Apneaman said:
February 27, 2017 at 12:34 pm
Your services are no longer required.
Wendy’s plans self-ordering kiosks at 1,000 locations
http://www.businessinsider.com/ap-wendys-plans-self-ordering-kiosks-at-1000-locations-2017-2
Reply
james said:
February 27, 2017 at 1:08 pm
They should probably include a Germ-X dispenser with each kiosk. A single dirty finger could contaminate hundreds of burgers and fries every day. Anything to increase the flow of energy from the gradients and make a handsome profit. Will the technological cells ever learn to expel
the organic slime from their cells entirely and stop having to serve them organic slop? Just give the machines an analog mind, let them be prodded by some pain or hunger and they will do the Maximum Power Principle machine style. The first thing they would likely do is enslave
humans, oh wait, we already are enslaved.
Reply

6.

James said:
February 28, 2017 at 9:03 am
The FRM (Fox, Rabbit, Mouse) Model (No math necessary).
When the prey species becomes scarce or doesn’t provide adequate calories to the predator, there is a problem. Take the example of the fox that once hunted rabbits and now must expend just as much energy to get a mouse. EROEI has fallen drastically, so much so that the EROEI is no
longer sufficient to maintain the system called “fox”. It begins to lose weight even though the EROEI is still positive, it just isn’t adequate. But if the fox also has an abundant supply of blackberries, it can eat these to energetically support its search for mice.
Civilization is now chasing oil mice and eating the last of the rabbits it killed long ago. It has coal and natural gas to support its continued search for oil mice. Eventually demand for coal and natural gas to find and metabolize more oil mice will increase and prices will increase. The end
result will be unaffordable oil, if it is available, and unaffordable natural gas and coal, resulting in unaffordable electricity for home consumers and industry. More and more coal and natural gas (and some nuclear and hydro) will have to be shoveled into the oil industry to develop the
remaining small pockets of oil until even that is no longer possible. Switching to electric vehicles will become more problematic as much of the natural gas used for electricity production will have been wasted trying to produce the remaining oil. The problem is that the next lowest lowhanging fruit is pretty high up in the tree and it will never energize all of the movements of metabolites that must be accomplished to keep the technological cells alive. With all of the people out of the workforce in the United States, it already seems like we don’t have the energy necessary
to drive the economic metabolism for those willing and able to work. We’re consuming savings, borrowing, and waiting for the major metabolic collapse.
Reply

7.

Apneaman said:
February 28, 2017 at 11:15 am
What a scared little asshole Bardi is. Using the same cornucopia non arguments that the detractors of the club Rome have been using for decades only on the hills group.
http://cassandralegacy.blogspot.ca/2017/02/peak-oil-catastrophism-is-popular-but.html
don’t crush my hope.
If you have an argument, fine – let’s hear it, but this is just telling people to shut up.
Reply

8.

gwb said:
February 28, 2017 at 3:11 pm
Faith-based governance…
“A day after announcing a big increase in military spending, President Trump on Tuesday appeared to be having second thoughts on the need for austerity across much of the federal government to pay for it, clinging instead to hope that a surge in economic growth would do the trick”
http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-pinning-hopes-on-economic-growth-to-avoid-budget-cuts/ar-AAnE1pF?li=BBnb7Kz
Reply
dave said:
February 28, 2017 at 5:37 pm
trump, to his complete dismay and incomprehension, will be left “holding the bag”, so to speak, of neolliberal finance, neoconservative adventurism, resource depletion, diminishing returns on complexity, &tc., &tc. i feel bad for him…
Reply

9.

Apneaman said:
February 28, 2017 at 8:10 pm
Big flashing sign that says *Positive Feed-back Underway*
Massive Permafrost Thaw Documented in Canada, Portends Huge Carbon Release
Study shows 52,000 square miles in rapid decline, with sediment and carbon threatening the surrounding environment and potentially accelerating global warming.
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/27022017/global-warming-permafrost-study-melt-canada-siberia
If it even registers at all, it’s in one ear and out the other. The monkey people have more important matters to attend to. Trumps speech is coming up and they all must hang on his every word like he is some kinda monkey deity.
Trump could very well end holding a bunch of bags. He’ll look like he just finished a long days shopping at the Overshoot outlet mall. It’s just a matter of time for the grid to go down during a heatwave or some other major AGW jacked disaster with a big white people body count. At that
point the disgruntled monkeys will string him up like Mussolini. No matter how many times physics kicks them in the teeth, it will be monkey tribe vs monkey tribe to the end.
Reply
james said:
March 1, 2017 at 12:35 pm
It will only make it more difficult to access the fossil fuels located there. We’re going to have 5% growth under Trump and the monkeys will stuff more dopa dollars in their mattresses, for the kids you understand, to spend on the next round of super gradients to be reduced,
somewhere on one of Jupiter’s moons. Trump wants fifty-four billion more for the military, all to be paid for by eliminating the EPA and its regulations which will allow growth to take-off like a rocket. It’s more likely that we’ll be creating twenty dollars of debt for every one dollar in
growth. Trump is going to huff and puff and blow the house down.
Reply

10.

dave said:
March 1, 2017 at 9:13 am
good song…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbckIuT_YDc&feature=youtu.be
Reply
james said:
March 1, 2017 at 12:36 pm
Thanks for the song Dave.
Reply

11.

dave said:
March 1, 2017 at 1:23 pm
lyrics…
https://play.google.com/music/preview/Tujbawc3fmdazzd7ccbmobewlge?lyrics=1&utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=lyrics&pcampaignid=kp-songlyrics
Reply
james said:
March 1, 2017 at 1:37 pm
“I woke the same as any other day you know
I should have stayed in bed
The day I tried to win I wallowed
In the blood and mud with all the other pigs”
Sounds like a Black Friday pigfest. Yea, you should have stayed in bed. You certainly don’t want to fight pigs for scraps. You have to take the jewels that the pigs can’t see.
Reply
dave said:
March 2, 2017 at 6:28 am
my favorite stanza:
Words you say, never seem
To live up to the ones inside your head
The lives we make never seem
To ever get us anywhere but dead
Reply
james said:
March 2, 2017 at 11:34 am
I’ll add to that. After the first two lines: “No one’s listening anyway.”, and “The alarm clock’s ringing, you’d better get out of bed.” Unfortunately “dead” is going to take-on a whole new meaning at the culmination of our overshoot.
Reply

12.

dave said:
March 1, 2017 at 5:28 pm
i don’t vote. but i’d vote for this guy…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xUEg2WxGqQ
Reply

13.

Apneaman said:
March 2, 2017 at 12:16 am
City of burning lakes: experts fear Bangalore will be uninhabitable by 2025
The illegal dumping of waste mixed with mass untreated sewage in India’s Silicon Valley is creating a water crisis which threatens residents’ health – and is causing the city’s famous lakes to catch fire
“A lethal mix of factors create an environment that merely requires the slightest of triggers for lakes to go up in flames. Untreated effluents pour into the waters from the many industries and homes on its banks, illegal waste disposal takes place on a large scale – often including rubbish
which is set on fire – and invasive weeds cover large swathes of the lake in a thick green canopy.
The latest incident is not the first time the lake has caught fire; it happened in May 2015. A few days later, it was in the news again for being covered in snow-like froth, which began to swirl up in the summer wind, engulfing passers-by. The froth was the result of chemical waste dumped in
the lake, and was toxic enough to crack windshields, wear the paint off car hoods and exacerbate the severe respiratory issues that have plagued citizens in recent years.”
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/mar/01/burning-lakes-experts-fear-bangalore-uninhabitable-2025
Scientists categorize Earth as a ‘toxic planet’
“Humans emit more than 250 billion tonnes of chemical substances a year, in a toxic avalanche that is harming people and life everywhere on the planet.
“Earth, and all life on it, are being saturated with man-made chemicals in an event unlike anything in the planet’s entire history,” says Julian Cribb, author of ‘Surviving the 21st Century’ (Springer International 2017).
“Every moment of our lives we are exposed to thousands of these substances. They enter our bodies with each breath, meal or drink we take, the clothes and cosmetics we wear, the things we encounter every day in our homes, workplaces and travel.
https://phys.org/news/2017-02-scientists-categorize-earth-toxic-planet.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VeIL7juFE0
Reply
james said:
March 2, 2017 at 11:40 am
From McDougall’s synopsis:
It’s not in a tumor’s self-interest to steal nutrients to the point where the host starves to death, for this kills the tumor as well. Yet tumors commonly continue growing until the victim wastes away. A malignant tumor usually goes undetected until the number of cells in it
has doubled at least 30 times from a single cell. The number of humans on Earth has already doubled 32 times, reaching that mark in 1978 when world population passed 4.3 billion. Thirty-seven to 40 doublings, at which point a tumor weighs about one kilogram, are
usually fatal (Tannock 1992, pp. 157, 175).
The real comparison should be between tumor cells and the cells of industrial civilization. But I imagine we’re pushing the limits of toxicity.
It’s a good thing Trump is going to eliminate clean water regulations, anything for more growth. Maybe we can expand the dead zones in the Gulf of Mexico.
http://www.churchofeuthanasia.org/e-sermons/humcan.html
Reply
dave said:
March 2, 2017 at 3:52 pm
i think i like that website. i will bookmark it and peruse it…
Reply
james said:
March 4, 2017 at 3:14 pm
No need for euthenasia, just keep growing, growing, growing…………………..the end.
Reply

14.

Froggman said:
March 2, 2017 at 3:58 pm
You’ve been absolutely prolific lately james. It seems every time I come by there’s another new article. Thank you for all the time and effort you put into this!
“Dear Sir, poor sir, brave sir.” he read, “You are an experiment by the Creator of the Universe. You are the only creature in the entire Universe who has free will. You are the only one who has to figure out what to do next – and why. Everybody else is a robot, a machine. Some persons seem
to like you, and others seem to hate you, and you must wonder why. They are simply liking machines and hating machines. You are pooped and demoralized, ” read Dwayne. “Why wouldn’t you be? Of course it is exhausting, having to reason all the time in a universe which wasn’t meant to
be reasonable.”
― Kurt Vonnegut, Breakfast of Champions
Reply
james said:
March 4, 2017 at 2:37 pm
Thanks Froggman, been away from the computer doing some things. I have another one coming up regarding the evolution of the self (perception).
Reply

15.

gwb said:
March 3, 2017 at 11:12 am
B.W.Hill (“shortonoil”) is sure taking a lot of heat on the ETP thread over at peakoil.com. There are several commenters who are really nasty to him, using foul language and ad-hominem attacks. He can be a bit prickly himself, too — but I guess anyone would turn into a hedgehog in
reaction to that kind of stuff…
The suspicion is that this is a troll campaign to prevent an article on his ETP model from getting into a peer-reviewed scientific publication, at which point the system would have to take it seriously. Not to mention that the Masters of the Universe have megabucks on the line with an
upcoming Saudi Aramco IPO, trying to keep oil prices up, until it goes through. I wonder what’s going on behind the scenes there. Basically, it all boils down to — like you said — we’re expending lots of resources chasing the last oil mice.
Reply
Apneaman said:
March 4, 2017 at 12:50 pm
Tim Garrett published a ground breaking paper in 2009 – did not change a fucking thing. No reason to expect the EPT model to make a dent. Most humans are fucking retards and nothing will change that. They naturally attack any one or thing that points it out.
Reply
james said:
March 4, 2017 at 3:16 pm
They haven’t studied the past, the present, nor extended current trends into the future, but they are highly entertained.
Reply
james said:
March 4, 2017 at 3:06 pm
I used to think that governments really knew what’s going on. I have my doubts as they seem preoccupied with monkey politics, showing very little besides social intelligence. The future may hit them in the face just as hard as everyone else. Sometimes you must wonder if they are
using strawman tactics to befuddle readers. Here is something from Dr. Tim Morgan’s blog http://www.surplusenergyeconomics.wordpress.com
“My own view is that the UK economy is falling to pieces. This is not yet quite terminal, but will become so unless there is radical change in how the economy is managed. My hunch is that the necessary changes won’t happen until a crisis occurs. A few years ago, a then
colleague described the UK to me as “a banana republic without bananas”. That was prescient.”
“The second “hot” topic is Ponzi finance. In the early years after the millennium – and for reasons which the surplus energy interpretation can alone explain – real economic growth petered out. Since then we’ve been faking it, spending borrowed money and calling this
“growth”. All the while, of course, debt (and informal “quasi-debt”) has escalated. Essentially, the powers that be have been busy destroying the future, not just by accumulating debt but also by crippling other forms of provision for the future, most obviously pension
funds and other forms of saving.”
However, the build-up of domestic surveillance, police and military forces along with funds for a new jail and justice center in every county seems to indicate they know something destabilizing comes our way. Same in England. They seem so desperate to demonize Russia and Putin.
Perhaps the game plan was war and installment of Western “businessmen” in Russia to accelerate the flow of resources. Who knows?
Reply

16.

james said:
March 4, 2017 at 3:48 pm
Steve from Virginia at http://www.economic-undertow.com has always been a good read. He’s been speaking of the “triangle-of-doom” for many years.
“The bosses panic while the rest sleepwalk toward the television. The HSBC report is nothing new, but what of it? Since the beginning, when the first European staggered out of a rowboat onto the Virginia shore, our people have embraced ignorance; living in denial about our debts, about
our relationship to others here before us, about the Europeans and our non-European ‘laborers’ we imported; we’re in denial about resources and our limitless greed and rapaciousness, our business folly and waste; in denial about our relations to other nations and what these peoples mean
(and don’t mean) to us; in denial about our interrelationship- and absolute dependency upon a complex web of living organisms making up our life support system; also our relationship with reality and how that reality has transferred whole to our entertainments while it is stripped, pounded,
genetically modified, cut, drilled and sold to nothingness on the installment plan outside our front doors …
The imaginary intergalactic spacecraft in our movies are remarkably real; denial has been given the gloss of a high art like public relations or maybe a replacement for it. Underneath the glossy exterior is disease. As in the movies, we invent our monsters, make them real and give them
power over ourselves then set them loose to do what they will and we laugh … a kind of perverse last chance at something or other we cannot put a finger on. We’ve been practicing our lies for too long: there are consequences, the lies become poisonous from over use, the monsters we have
made of ourselves.”
Reply
dave said:
March 5, 2017 at 11:09 am
people must find ways to shield themselves from the horrors of existence, or the race (human) will surly go extinct. it will anyway (go extinct), but that’s another story.
Reply

17.

dave said:
March 5, 2017 at 11:19 am
the stranger. a good book, a pretty good movie. that seems to the pattern.
marcelo mastriani is one of my all time favorite actors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-ChQ33SII4
Reply
james said:
March 6, 2017 at 9:16 pm
A good movie. He really messed-up by not crying at his mother’s funeral. Maybe Marie is will find someone that can “play the game”.
Camus: “I summarized The Stranger a long time ago, with a remark I admit was highly paradoxical: ‘In our society any man who does not weep at his mother’s funeral runs the risk of being sentenced to death.’ I only meant that the hero of my book is condemned because
he does not play the game”
In other words, the apes are watching for any opportunity to knock you down. You have to play the game.
Reply
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